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MORE AND MORE MEMORY IS REQUIRED 

On-chip memories today: 

§  > 50% total die-area and are responsible for more than  
§  > 40% total power consumption.  
§  Cache memory:  30% on-chip area in state-of-the-art 

microprocessors. 
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EMBEDDED MEMORY MARKET SPACE 
DIVERSE APPLICATIONS 

FPGAs 
Mobile Communication 

Mobile Application 

Mobile Graphics 
Desktop/servers Micro-controllers 
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NEW NON-VOLATILE MEMORY SOLUTIONS: 
HOW THEY MAY (NOT) SERVE FUTURE SOCS 
 

1.  Why move our cheese? 

2.  Memory technology: emerging non-volatile 
solutions 

3.  System challenges/solutions: 
-  Write latency: scheduling to conceal the penalty 
-  Endurance: dedicated error coding could help 
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  Warnings:  

▸ Work (getting) in progress 
▸ Wireless propagation background 
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SRAM: POPULAR SOLUTION TODAY 

  6T memory cell 

▸  Fast  
▸  Relatively low power 
 

  But: (how) will they scale? 

▸  Increasing leakage 
▸  Increasing variability 
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0.5x effective cell area 
scaling difficult
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Technology Node (nm)

Individual SRAM cell area able to track ITRS guideline
Array area deviates from ITRS guideline at 90nm
Memory design no longer sits on the 0.5x area scaling trend!

Technology Node (nm)
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EMBEDDED NVM IN RELEVANT PROMISE GREAT 
GAINS FOR SOC AREA (AND POWER?) 

Total Power (SRAM Based 
estimate) 

Total Power (ReRAM based 
estimate) 
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Instruction Memory Data Memory Digital Logic 

Projected potential 
power gains of 
30-40% on the 
complete SoC? 

Area gains can be expected of at least same or higher  
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CHALLENGE: OPERATE NEW MEMORIES  
WITHOUT PERFORMANCE PENALTY 

  Assumption Change: “Volatile embedded memory becomes non-volatile” 

IM DM 

CPU 

L2 
mem 

L2 
mem 

IM DM 

CPU 

IM DM 

CPU 

Mem 

IP Core 

Mem 

IP Core 

SRAM case: Transfer 
mechanism possible 
every cycle 

RRAM/NVM case: Transfer 
mechanism has to change à 
system architecture needs to 
be adapted (not just plug and 
play with minor modifications) 

 
Chicken and egg:  

•  Write latency and endurance to be resolved 
before these memories can make it to 
(embedded) market 

•  Memory technology to be matured before 
they can be considered in systems 

è Concurrent R&D needed! 
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MEMORY @ IMEC: TECHNOLOGY & SYSTEMS  
WILL MEET IN THE MIDDLE? 

What? 
 

Memory cell/array 
(Emerging Memory) 

System solutions  
(embedded/mobile applications) 

Which value? Memory stack and statistics System solutions for endurance and 
latency 

What does it 
take? 
 

Material research 
Cell PDK 

SoC architectures, ECC solution 

Betting on two horses (RRAM & STT-MRAM) 
They could both win races 
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EMERGING NON-VOLATILE MEMORIES 

Memory Flash MRAM PCRAM FeRAM RRAM CBRAM 

Write current 5μA 0.87mA 1.2mA N/A 25μA 10μA 

Write time 200ms ̴ 10ns ̴ 300ns 10ns 5ns 50ns 

Access time 15ns 8ns 12ns 8ns 8.5ns 50ns 

Endurance ~105 1015 106 N/A >1010 106 

Cell area Small Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

R Ratio > 10 2 > 10 N/A > 10 >100 

Phase Change RAM (PCRAM),  
Ferro-Electric RAM (FeRAM) 
Conductive Bridging RAM (CBRAM) 
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SPIN-TRANSFER-TORQUE (STT-)MRAM CELL  

 
•  Magnetic Tunnel Junctions used 
•  Promising write time, area and endurance 
•  Limited R ratio, cost? 
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RRAM: CMOS COMPATIBLE & DENSE 

•  Memristor used as storage element 

•   Retains the last resistance that it had when 
the current stopped 

•  Based on the switching mechanism 

•  Low cost 

•  High R ratio 

•  Low endurance 

WL 

SL BL 
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SL

(a) electrical
model
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(b) structural model

Fig. 1. electrical and structural model of a HfO-based resistive RAM

energy FFT ASIP. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RERAM TECHNOLOGY

Current ASIP processors use mostly SRAM-based mem-
ories in their on-chip memory hierarchy. In this paper, the
usage of the emerging ReRAM technology in the design of
an ASIP is evaluated. The 1T1R ReRAM cell consist of a
transistor and a resistor as shown in Figure 1. The resistor is
composed of a metal oxide layer between two metal electrodes.
The material stack is shown in Figure 1b. In the past, several
metal oxide layers have been proposed (e.g. Hf [17], Ta [18]
and Ti[19]). The data bit is stored by configuring the resistor
to a high (HRS) or low resistive state (LRS). During the SET
operation, writing a logical 0 or setting the resistor to LRS,
a SET-Voltage is applied to the bitline and the source port
of the NMOS transistor is grounded. The RESET operation,
writing a logical 1 or setting the resistor to HRS, the bitline
terminal is grounded and the source of the NMOS transistor
is set to a RESET-Voltage. It has been shown that this type of
emerging memory can provide fast write speeds with a good
ratio between the on and off state of the memory [20] and low
energy consumption [3].

Nevertheless, the write speeds, achieved with the ReRAM
technology, are still too slow to allow single cycle writes
in high-speed ASIPs due to the clock speed of 500MHz
and higher. The write speed of ReRAM memories can be
improved by increasing the set/reset voltage applied to the
ReRAM module. Figure 2 shows the dependancy of the reset
pulse duration and the required reset voltage for a 10nm HfO
ReRAM. However, reaching single cycle write speeds will
require voltages that not only significantly increase the energy
consumption of the memory, but also cause integration issues
to embed the memory in a SoC.

III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Memories can be classified based on their hierarchy, their
access patterns and their content, whereas each class of
memory has different requirements on the actual memory
implementation. Off-chip memory has low duty cycle ac-
cesses, mostly in burst mode. Therefore, the latency of off-
chip memories is less important, but leakage power and area
consumption play an important role in the memory design.
This paper does not address on off-chip memories, but focuses
on on-chip memories having a higher constraint on latency,
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Fig. 2. Reset voltage dependency to reset pulse duration for 10nm HfO cells
[3]

which is scaling with their level in the hierarchy. Moreover, on-
chip memories need to be fabricated using a logic-compatible
processing technology. They can further be categorized into
scratchpads and cache memories. Scratchpad memories are
largely written by burst transfers (e.g. via a DMA transfer
from the outside of the processor) and can be accessed by the
datapath either in burst or in random access patterns. Caches
are mainly accessed in a non-burst fashion. Both types of
memories are used for instruction and data storage.

Current processors require a high clock frequency due
to high computational requirements, and the longer write
latencies of ReRAMs will therefore result in multi-cycle write
operations. These operations will cause problems during burst
write accesses and will result in a performance loss. Therefore,
processors with ReRAM memories should not only be able to
handle multi-cycle write operations either in hardware (e.g.
with a stalling mechanism) or in software by the compiler,
but also need to implement architectural solutions to prevent
a performance drop due to store operations.

Figure 3 shows the proposed methodology for the design
of processors with ReRAM-based data memories. Depending
on the type of memory different architectural solutions are
feasible to ensure the required performance of the processor.
Nevertheless, these solutions are restricted to preserve the
interface to the datapath. The width of the datapath is also
depending on other factors than the ReRAM memories (e.g.
the exploited data-level parallelism) and a redesign of the dat-
apath and the supported applications is linked to a significant
design effort.

Step I: For memories that are not latency constrained,
a simple drop in replacement of the SRAM memory with
ReRAM memory is proposed. Since most of the accesses
to these memories are sequential and in burst mode, wider
interfaces can solve possible throughput issues due to larger
write latency of ReRAM modules. Possible conflicting store
operation to the ReRAM, violating the required write latency,
can be handled by a stall mechanism with minimal additional
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Taiwan embeds ReRAM in 28-nm logic process

September 26, 2012 // Peter Clarke

The ability to embed resistive RAM (ReRAM) into
mainstream logic process technology could have
major implications for the design of system-on-
chip, and foundry chip maker Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. is keeping
tabs on the emerging capability.

One of the more intriguing papers listed in the
advance program for the 2012 International Electron
Devices Meeting in December is authored by a
research team from National Tsing-Hua University
(Hsinchu, Taiwan) that is also affiliated with TSMC.

The abstract to the paper, titled "High-K metal gate
contact RRAM (CRRAM) in pure 28-nm CMOS logic

process," states that a contact RRAM (CRRAM) cell has been realized in a HKMG 28-nm CMOS logic
process without the use of any additional masking or process steps. This was done using a 35-nm by 35-
nm contact hole.

No additional information was released in advance of the conference, but online searches reveals that the
Tsing-Hua research team has previously worked with titanium-oxide based ReRAMs, typically in a
TiN/TiON/SiO2 stacked arrangement sitting at the base of a tungsten contact plug attached to the drain of
a conventional planar MOSFET.

The design is said to be particularly compact compared with other types of ReRAM arrays and compatible
with conventional logic manufacturing processes. As recently as 2010, the team was working on a 1T-plus-
1R ReRAM in 90-nm CMOS logic and claiming 1 million read-write cycle endurance.

The amount of memory included on system chips is growing and becoming increasingly responsible for
much of the power consumption. The facility to hold data in dense non-volatile memory on a SoC--rather
than in power consuming SRAM for even a few processor cycles--could drive power savings in leading-
edge manufacturing.

The fact that the CRRAM can be implemented without any addition to the processing deck indicates a
potentially easy introduction into chip manufacturing. However the fact that the IEDM paper is still
essentially academic and written at the memory-cell level rather than at the array level indicates that more
R&D is to be done. A demonstration or projection of considerably higher endurance would also be
desirable.

The paper also suggests a topic to watch for at another key chip gathering, the International Solid States
Circuits Conference in February.
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  ‘The amount of memory included on system 
chips is growing and becoming increasingly 
responsible for much of the power 
consumption. The facility to hold data in dense 
non-volatile memory on a SoC--rather than in 
power consuming SRAM for even a few 
processor cycles--could drive power savings in 
leading- edge manufacturing.’ 
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MANY MEMORIES IN EACH TARGET 
DOMAIN WITH DIFFERENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Market Memories Technology 
Flavor used 

Core Freq Range 

FPGA BRAMs HPM or HPL 200MHz-500MHz 

Mobile 
Communication 

L1, L2 Instruction 
L1, L2 Data 

HPM 400MHz 

Mobile Application L1, L2 Instruction 
L1, L2 Data 

HPM 1.2-1.5GHz 

Mobile Graphics L1, L2 Instruction 
L1, L2 Data 

HPM 1.2-1.5GHz 

Server/Desktop L1, L2, L3 
Instruction 
L1, L2, L3 Data 

HP 1.5-3.6GHz 

Micro-controllers L1, L2 Instruction 
L1, L2 Data 

HPL/LP <100MHz 
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VIEW OF REQUIREMENT OF DIFFERENT MEMORIES 
FROM DIFFERENT MARKET SEGMENTS 

Memory Area % Speed 
(MHz) 

Power % 
(incl Leak) 

R freq W freq 

FPGA BRAM >50%? 200-400 ?? = = 

Mobile Comm. D, I >25%, 
>20% 

200-600 35%, 15% é,é é,ê 

Mobile Appln D,I >20%, 
>20% 

400-1200 30%, 15% é,é é, = 

Graphics D+I >40% 400-600 30%, 20% é,é é, = 

Server D+I ±50% 1000-3200 15%, 15% é,é é, = 

MicroController  
D/I 

>15%, 
>15% 

50-100 20% =, é =,ê 

Focus of our research: One of the most demanding  
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NEW NON-VOLATILE MEMORY SOLUTIONS: 
HOW THEY MAY (NOT) SERVE FUTURE SOCS 
 

1.  Why move our cheese? 

2.  Memory technology: emerging non-volatile 
solutions 

3.  System challenges/solutions: 
-  Write latency: scheduling to conceal the penalty 
-  Endurance: dedicated error coding could help 
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CHALLENGE: SYSTEM PERFORMANCE  
MAY GO DOWN (A LOT!) 

  Assumption Change: “Volatile embedded memory becomes non-volatile” 

IM DM 

CPU 

L2 
mem 

L2 
mem 

IM DM 

CPU 

IM DM 

CPU 

Mem 

IP Core 

Mem 

IP Core 

SRAM case: Transfer 
mechanism possible 
every cycle 

RRAM/NVM case: Transfer 
mechanism has to change à 
system architecture needs to 
be adapted (not just plug and 
play with minor modifications) 

Many questions  to be answered: 
-  Which memories to change and what is their impact? 
-  Read less a problem, write is slower, what is the impact 

at system level, which SoCs can tolerate and where? 
-  How do we ensure sufficient endurance?  
-  Impact on floorplan? 
-  What do we do for L2 vs L1? Data memory vs 

Instruction memory? 
-  3D this?... 
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RERAM VS SRAM: ENERGY GAINS  
COULD BE SUBSTANTIAL 

Read Energy 
Consumption  

64 Kbit  
SRAM 

64 Kbit  
ReRAM 

32 bit word  
read access 

512 bit wide 
word read 
access 

32 bit word  
read access 

512 bit wide 
word read 
access 

Read energy per 
access 

4.39 pJ 32.41 pJ 0.74 pJ 
 

2.20 pJ 

Read energy per 
accessed bit 

0.13 pJ 0.063 pJ 0.023 pJ 0.004 pJ 
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS? 

▸  Be aware potential performance degradation! 

▸  Adapt memory architecture and scheduling for area 
and energy purposes 

▸  The case considered: most challenging, many easier/
more gains 
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ECC SHOULD IMPROVE THE 
ENDURANCE OF RRAM MEMORIES 

Error Rate 

Error Rate Target 

Time 

Array 

Cell 

Module with ECC 

* Redundancy cells and encoding/decoding cost/power as overhead 
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ECC FOR RRAM: CRUCIAL  
FOR EMBEDDED AND STAND-ALONE 

RRAM Memory Module 

Peripheral Circuits 
(Sense Amplifier, 

Buffer, etc.) 

Other Ctrl Sig. 

Data ADDR 

ECC and 
Read/Write 

Control RRAM  
Cell Array R/W Data 

Data ADDR 

R/W Data 

Ctrl. Sig. 

Physical Operations 
What really impacts devices 

 
Logical Operations 

What processor sees 

Systems observe 
reliability and 

endurance here 
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ADVANCED DEVICE DRIVEN ECC FOR RRAM: 
MANY IDEAS FOR RESEARCH 

Exploiting More 
Read/Write History 

Exploiting Device  
Specific Characteristics 

Basic fixed ECC	

ECC optimized for RRAM properties	

ECC with soft decoding	

ECC with awareness of device status 	

ECC with RW control algorithms	

ECC with device/circuit control	

ECC with quality of service	
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▸  SRAM scaling increasingly 
problematic 

 

▸  New non volatile memories: 
attractive for (mobile) SoCs 

 
 
▸  System & technology:    

gap to bridge 

▸  And: non-volatile feature 
could be exploited! 
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0.5x effective cell area 
scaling difficult

6

Technology Node (nm)

Individual SRAM cell area able to track ITRS guideline
Array area deviates from ITRS guideline at 90nm
Memory design no longer sits on the 0.5x area scaling trend!

Technology Node (nm)

Application 

Architecture 
& circuits 

Technology 

Never give your old cheese away  
in anticipation of finding new cheese 
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